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From the New York Times bestselling author of Windwitch Susan Dennard, an illustrated prequel

novella set in the Witchlands setting up the forthcoming hotly anticipated Bloodwitch.Set a year

before Truthwitch, Sightwitch follows Ryber Fortiza, the last Sightwitch Sister as she treks deep

underground to rescue her missing best friend. While there, she encounters a young Nubrevnan

named Kullen Ikray, who has no memory of who he is or how he wound up inside the mountain. As

the two journey every deeper in search of answers, and as they brave one close call after another, a

tentative friendship forms between themâ€•one that might one day grow into something

more.Sightwitch is told through Ryberâ€™s journal entries and her sketches, as well as through

supplementary materials (such as other journals, pieces of songs, clippings from history books,

flashbacks, etc.). Though meant as a companion novella, this story serves as a set up to Bloodwitch

as well as an expansion of the world.
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SUSAN DENNARD has come a long way from small-town Georgia. As a marine biologist, she got to

travel the worldâ€•six out of seven continents, to be exact (she'll get to Asia one of these

days!)â€•before she settled down as a full-time novelist and writing instructor. She is the author of

New York Times bestselling Truthwitch and Windwitch, as well as the Something Strange and

Deadly series. She lives in the Midwest with her husband and two dogs, and is extremely active in

social media. You can find her on her blog, Twitter, or Misfits & Daydreamers, a weekly newsletter

on all things books and writing.
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